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Acting as an IT Regulatory Officer at the Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (TRC),
she was nominated for “Distinguished Public Servant Award” of year 2014- 2015.
Her Experience extends to over 7 years of theoretical and practical experience in various
fields of telecommunications, computer engineering and networking issues. Her specialty
focused on the fields of security, privacy, electronic authentication and consumer protection
and regulating matters.
She joined TRC in 2010, and participated in various international workshops, conferences and
specialized working committees related to drafting number of drafted Laws, bylaws and
regulations related to ICT and media sectors.
Before and through her career, she participated in various positions, notably:








Participated drafting guidelines related to Safe use of the Internet which accommodated
specific chapters to tutors, parents and children;
Participated in various conferences and international workshops related to Safety and
Security in cyberspace and Network Security most recently the one hosted by NATO
accompanied by Directorate of Information Security;
Participated as a trainer in the workshop titled " our children are our ambassadors";
Represented TRC in various specialized working committees related to TRC’s
regulatory role;
Participated in the development of the Electronic transactions regulatory framework
to promote the Electronic authentication through licensing and accrediting
Certification Authorities in Jordan;
Participated in the development of New Press and Media Framework; amending the
Press and publication Law, Audio and visual Media Law and the Radio and TV
broadcasting and rebroadcasting Bylaw;
Represented TRC at the FTTH workshop as EMERG Chair;

She acted as a Chair for of the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc)
Mutah University branch, and volunteered in multi social fields, currently she acts as a
volunteering member at Caritas- Jordan and at SIWAR part of King Hussein Cancer
Foundation. Moreover, she was one of the success stories in the "Achieving E-quality in the
ICT Sector (AEQ)" program issued by USAID accompanied by UN Women and Cisco
Networking Academy.
Eng. Maha Ziad Mouasher holds a Master’s Degree in Computer Engineering and Networking
from The University of Jordan in 2014. She also has couple of publications in journal and book
chapter related to “Quality Analysis of VoIP in Real-Time Interactive Systems over Lossy
Networks”.

